Disclaimer:

All Poke'mon (Pocket Monsters) and Poke'mon trainers created by Satoshi Tajiri, produced by Game Freak and Nintendo belong to the video game company Nintendo, and whoever else, all I own is this story. All OC's belong to either me or those who had created them.

WARNING:

This fanfic is for mature readers only as it contains blood, sexual themes and actions, and possible shipping(relationships)

that may be disturbing to some viewers, do not read if you do not like, you have been warned.

World Discription:

\PokeDex/Pooki/ 

"Hello there, my name is... Pooki. I am a Pocket Dexter, and I will serve as your temporary discription guide. To gain a better understanding of this poke'universe, please, take a look at the following list as it will discribe some basic knowledge that the author is just to lazy to write in full detail. Enjoy!"

This is a layout of how this poke'mon universe is as it pertains to its views and structure.

Here is a short list of the story's speaking style:

/ \ = location, time, and/or weather conditions

\ / = point of view of person/poke'mon

"( )" = when speaking ulimi

( ) = in-story author's notes

' ' = thoughts or emphasis

~o~ = time/scene change

Now that that is settled, lets start the show...

P.S. Mim's description is at the bottom(So I may not give another unless the scene calls for it).

Language: All humans speak a universal language, let it be English for now. All poke'mon speak their own universal language through a series of certain vocal sounds, growls, clicks, etc., in other words, they don't repeat their species names over and over again, let it be called Ulimi(or tongue in Swahili). It is possible for a person to learn Ulimi as it is possible for a poke'mon to learn English.

Set out age: Ranges from 10 to 18.

Education: For trainers, home taught until 10 years old, but if one wants to classify as a professor or gym leader, they shall remain in a professor or gym leader training camp from 10 to 18 years old. For everyone else, schooled in a career/trade school from 10 to 18. Poke'mon (wild or owned) can choose to be schooled in a daycare, must complete eight weeks to be eligible for working as a 'human' and can finish whenever.

Poke'mon: Due to advances in technology, shiny poke'mon are not rare due to being able to choose the color through breeding, or more nefarious methods, and legendaries have been able to be bred as normal poke'mon through gene therapy.

Landscape: Just like current Earth, but cleaner, some landmarks, states, and cities will be changed.

Technology: Slightly more high-tech than the show, for example, the poke'dex is now a bulky ring, or can be stretched as a thin bracelet, that has a single button to either turn it on or to put it in sleep mode, has a holographic interface, and unleashes a resistance barrier that evolves to the condition and personality of the trainer that can allow random affects such as faster healing to x2(or more) strength or defense in the trainer, and never needs to be charged as it is solar and heat powered(radiated from the body). Vehicles are completely electric and steam powered(sounds dangerous, but isn't), and often have very durable spherical tires that almost never need to be changed, charging/refilling stations are free and hardly necessary as the vehicles can travel ten times the distance of a normal car before need to be refilled with water, and since the engine uses the water to produce the electricity, it is usually for emergencies only.

Relationships: Often started as early as 15, can be very open, harems/concubines are often made, relationships between humans and poke'mon are not uncommon as they share the same mental capacity, anomalies aside.

Licence: A Poke'mon Trainers Licence(PTL) is received after battling their first poke'mon, and defeating it. A Poke'mon Professors Licence(PPL) or Gym Leaders Licence(GLL) is received after completing the 8 years of Professor/Gym leaders camp and then they must battle their first poke'mon to pass the final and keep it.

Battle: Trainers and their poke'mon battle side by side, Fights can range from 1-16 vs. 1-16 poke'mon and trainers, Poke'mon can learn as many moves as they want and can combine them as well, fatalities do occur and are legal if the presiding judge deems it an accident via Death By Battle(DBB).

Teams: Consist of 8 poke'mon per person and can range from one or more trainers per team. Often leads to gang and syndicate activity.

Poke'Gender's: All will have a gender in this story, even legends and non-gendered(exp: magnimite), so that breeding to make eggs makes sense.

Food: Humans eat vegetarian, berries or a meat like substitute made of a Vyann Berry that tastes just like meat. Poke'mon are the same, though some still keep to their flesh eating roots, as do some humans.

Currency: Credits stored through data, instantly obtained through working at a job, exchanging for favors or items, contests and other events via poke'dex or credit card.

Badge Rule: Badges needed are two per each state to fight in that country.

Hope that explains the way things work in this world, enjoy, participate, read and review!

My Trainer Reference Sheet:

Name/Nickname: Mim Upendo Liebe, aka Mul or Barrog(Irish for hug, given to him due to his liking of cuddling at random).

Profession: Professor/Trainer

Physical: Male, 6 ft 3 in tall, 200 lbs, light tan skin, fit as a child, messy black hair, bushy eye brows that fade into the top hair at the ends, very little starting beard hair(peach fuzz), dark brown(almost black) eyes, often wears a steel colored fire/ice retardant lab coat and blimp style cap, a brown silk turtle neck sweater, brown steel clad knee high boots, cargo shorts, and finger-less grip gloves, a brown and gray messenger bag with a gray and white poke'ball patch, and a steel orchid badge on his coat color, has a steel colored poke'dex bracelet, and safety goggles that are put on during a battle.

Personality/General: Loves all colors the same, out going, internally timid around girls(human and poke'mon alike), but is still able to hold a conversation unless something provocative occurs, becomes very bashful or embarrassed when flirted with, or put in a provocative position, to the point of running away mid conversation or event, physical contact makes him blush, has a euphoric spot on the back of his neck that makes him physically jellylike(figuratively) as long as its still being rubbed(much to his 'mental' disappointment) can speak Ulimi well, but only if he is talking kinda slow, same for understanding it, has a neural disorder that causes those who try to read, hear, see into his mind to see or hear static and smell vanilla, but can still fall for illusions and mind rapes(in other words, things can be put in, but not taken out), has a speech impediment that makes him laugh almost silently, making people believe he is mocking them, loves to cuddle against soft things most of the time for which he is made fun of, signature move is known as Lets B1(Grabs and hugs the opponent into possible unconsciousness), Show Stomp-er(has his team hold down opponent as he jumps on top of them and stomps repeatedly), and Love Tiangle(chews a Upendo(love) berry and grabs random opponents into a kiss causing them to go into a love fit with each other, he has banned himself from using it unless absolutely necessary).

Team & Later Team (may update as story progresses): Starting 1:  Female, normal coloration Shuppet, aka Arnyek, is shy, loves to bathe in ketchup for some reason, loves her trainer, friendly despite their races history, speaks only in Ulimi, scared of the color pink, met in a haunted toy store in Mantine(made up city of Miami), Florida.

Starting 2: Male, shiny, beige and brown bodied, Kecleon, aka Gyik, energetic, loves to eat, likes his trainer, rude and preppy, speaks Ulimi and very butchered English, scared of the dark and drowning, met while being chased by the police in Mantine, Florida.

Starting 3: Female, shiny, same slate grey body dipped in tan and has platinum grey eyes, Zorua, aka Solstice, timid(but not shy), loves to turn into a naked human in crowds for fun and flirting with Mim every time she gets, loves her trainer, friendly only to Mim and jealous of those whom he shows an interest in and angry at those who make pick on him, speaks both languages fluently, but only speaks human alone with Mim, scared of balloons and losing Mim, met in the in Mantine, Florida gets as poke'mon after fighting her on the roof of the POP(Professors Of Poke'mon) station as his final exam.

Friends: Currently has school aquaintancess. Will be developed as the story progresses.

Family: Raised as an orphan, so he doesn't know, but I do...

Traveling Partners: Will Develop as story progresses.

Country: U.S.A

Starting State: Florida

Organization: POP, Professors Of Poke'mon, a universal group of professors that are selected if they obtain their license in an outstanding way, they help fellow members reach their goals, though they often do so in shady ways.


